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Precise control of supercoiling homeostasis is critical to DNA-dependent processes such as gene expression,
replication, and damage response. Topoisomerases are central regulators of DNA supercoiling commonly thought
to act independently in the recognition and modulation of chromosome superstructure; however, recent evidence
has indicated that cells tightly regulate topoisomerase activity to support chromosome dynamics, transcriptional
response, and replicative events. How topoisomerase control is executed and linked to the internal status of a cell
is poorly understood. To investigate these connections, we determined the structure of Escherichia coli gyrase,
a type IIA topoisomerase bound to YacG, a recently identified chromosomally encoded inhibitor protein.
Phylogenetic analyses indicate that YacG is frequently associated with coenzyme A (CoA) production enzymes,
linking the protein to metabolism and stress. The structure, along with supporting solution studies, shows that
YacG represses gyrase by sterically occluding the principal DNA-binding site of the enzyme. Unexpectedly, YacG
acts by both engaging two spatially segregated regions associated with small-molecule inhibitor interactions
(fluoroquinolone antibiotics and the newly reported antagonist GSK299423) and remodeling the gyrase holoenzyme
into an inactive, ATP-trapped configuration. This study establishes a new mechanism for the protein-based control
of topoisomerases, an approach that may be used to alter supercoiling levels for responding to changes in cellular
state.
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The ability to rapidly alter the production and activity of
proteins associated with housekeeping and proliferative
processes is essential to allow cells to respond to envi-
ronmental and developmental cues. Appropriate regula-
tion of gene expression and cell growth can occur through
a variety of mechanisms, including transcription factor
activity, second messenger metabolites, and pathways
such as RNAi (de Nadal et al. 2011; Castel and Martienssen
2013).

Although difficult to monitor directly, chromosome
topology also serves a central part in homeotic control
and response (Higgins et al. 1988; Dorman et al. 1990;
Stewart et al. 1990; Merino et al. 1993; Pedersen et al.
2012; King et al. 2013). Chromosome topology is main-
tained by a variety of factors, including DNA-bending/
wrapping proteins and DNA supercoiling (Luijsterburg
et al. 2008). Topoisomerases are a ubiquitous class of
enzymes that play a key role in controlling topological
status, supporting essential DNA transactions such as
replication, transcription, and repair (Vos et al. 2011).
Topoisomerases alter supercoiling levels and resolve chro-
mosomal tangles by transiently breaking, moving, and
rejoining different DNA segments with respect to each
other (Schoeffler and Berger 2008). In turn, topoisomerase
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expression levels and activities are reciprocally influ-
enced by DNA supercoiling and the metabolic status of
the cell (Menzel and Gellert 1983; Tse-Dinh and Beran
1988; Hsieh et al. 1991; van Workum et al. 1996;
Schneider et al. 1999; Champion and Higgins 2007;
Rovinskiy et al. 2012). Due to their requisite action in
preserving and maintaining the flow of genetic informa-
tion, topoisomerases have served as the successful targets
of a number of cell-killing agents, often with significant
therapeutic benefit (Nitiss 2009b; Pommier et al. 2010;
Collin et al. 2011).

As their nucleic acid substrates frequently bear dis-
tinctive biophysical properties and/or shapes (Schoeffler
and Berger 2008), topoisomerases are frequently depicted
as ‘‘stand-alone’’ actors that rely solely on topological
features in DNA to direct their time and place of work.
However, many studies have called this picture into
question, revealing that in cells, topoisomerases are
actually subject to multiple levels of control such as
protein–protein interactions and post-translational mod-
ifications (for review, see Vos et al. 2011). At present, it
has yet to be established how the vast majority of these
regulatory factors and marks modulate topoisomerase
activity. How topoisomerase control mechanisms are in
turn integrated with feedback systems to fine-tune tran-
scriptional output for altering metabolic state or respond-
ing to cellular environment is similarly unknown.

In bacteria, both transcription and the initiation of
DNA replication are highly sensitive to the steady-state
levels of DNA underwinding or overwinding (Bramhill
and Kornberg 1988; Higgins et al. 1988). Supercoiling
equilibrium is determined in part by RNA polymerase
activity (Gamper and Hearst 1982; Rovinskiy et al. 2012)
along with two topoisomerases, topo IA and gyrase
(Sternglanz et al. 1981; DiNardo et al. 1982; Pruss et al.
1982; Zechiedrich et al. 2000), which counterbalance
each other by adding (gyrase) or subtracting (topo IA)
negative supercoils to and from DNA (Wang 1971; Gellert
et al. 1976). To date, a number of distinct proteins and
pharmaceutical agents have been discovered that either
generally inhibit gyrase in response to specific toxins or
environmental cues or trap gyrase in a covalent complex
with DNA to directly induce cell death (Collin et al.
2011). While significant strides have been made in un-
derstanding how small-molecule inhibitors interfere with
topoisomerase function (Pommier et al. 2010; Collin et al.
2011), how proteinaceous inhibitors of these enzymes
exert specific agonistic or inhibitory effects remains
a frontier question.

Here we determined how one newly discovered pro-
tein, YacG (Sengupta and Nagaraja 2008), inhibits gyrase
directly. Using X-ray crystallography, we show that a zinc
finger domain present in YacG prevents gyrase from
binding DNA by remodeling a key loop associated with
resistance to fluoroquinolone antibiotics and occluding
the enzyme’s principal DNA-binding site. At the same
time, the extreme C terminus of YacG forms an extended
tail that unexpectedly associates with a region of gyrase
found to serve as the binding locus for a newly reported
gyrase inhibitor, GSK299423 (Bax et al. 2010). Biochem-

ical experiments confirm the importance of the observed
interactions to YacG binding and function and show that
inhibition by YacG is specific to its cognate gyrase. A
C-terminal peptide encompassing both binding epitopes
of YacG is sufficient to inhibit gyrase, while small-angle
X-ray scattering (SAXS) experiments indicate that full-
length YacG further remodels the gyrase holoenzyme to
enforce closure of its distal ATPase regions. Bioinformatic
analyses of ORFs that neighbor yacG genes in different
bacterial species suggest that the protein regulates gyrase
in response to specific metabolic signals linked to cell
growth and/or stress. Together, our study defines a novel
protein-based mechanism for controlling gyrase that
exploits demonstrated drug-binding loci and provides
a new framework for considering how bacteria might
reconfigure topoisomerase activity to suit specific cellu-
lar needs.

Results

YacG preferentially binds to the C terminus of GyrB

Gyrase is a heterotetrameric (GyrA2•GyrB2) enzyme that
uses three reversibly associable dimer interfaces (or
‘‘gates’’) to coordinate the transient, ATP-dependent
breakage of one DNA duplex and the passage of a second
duplex through the break. YacG is a member of the treble
clef and FCS zinc finger motif families that mediate
diverse functions, including protein•protein and nucleic
acid interactions (Grishin 2001; Krishna et al. 2003). To
determine how Escherichia coli YacG and gyrase interact,
we cloned, purified, and performed fluorescence anisot-
ropy-based binding experiments with various gyrase
constructs and a fluorescently labeled construct of the
inhibitor. Consistent with a previous limited proteolysis
study suggesting that YacG binds primarily to the C
terminus of GyrB (Sengupta and Nagaraja 2008), we
observed that YacG associated robustly with the full-
length gyrase tetramer, the individual GyrB subunit, and
the isolated topoisomerase/primase (TOPRIM) domain of
GyrB (with Kd,app values ranging from 30 to 45 nM) (Fig.
1A,B). In contrast, no binding was evident when YacG
was incubated with the GyrB ATPase domain. Tests using
a GyrB•GyrA fusion protein (GyrBA) that lacks both an
auxiliary C-terminal domain (CTD) of GyrA and the GyrB
ATPase domain (Fig. 1A), but is still competent to bind
and cleave DNA (Schoeffler et al. 2010), showed that
YacG could bind this construct with an affinity similar to
that of the full-length gyrase tetramer (Kd,app 25 nM 6 6.5
nM). This construct, which has been crystallized pre-
viously (Schoeffler et al. 2010), was subsequently used for
follow-up structural studies.

Determination of a binary YacG•gyrase structure

To crystallize an E. coli YacG•GyrBA complex, the two
proteins were first overexpressed and purified separately
from each other (Supplemental Fig. 1) and then mixed
together prior to setting up hanging drop vapor diffusion
experiments. Following crystallization and the collection
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of diffraction data, the structure was solved by molecular
replacement (MR) using the previously reported apo
structure of the E. coli GyrBA fusion as a search model
(Schoeffler et al. 2010). Inspection of the resultant MR
maps revealed strong difference density associated with
each GyrBA dimer that could accommodate two inde-
pendent copies of YacG. For the purposes of refinement,
anisotropy evident in the diffraction data was accounted
for by applying an ellipsoidal truncation to the structure
factors (Strong et al. 2006). Following several rounds of
rebuilding, refinement stabilized at an Rwork/Rfree of
23.8%/28.4% for the resolution range of 3.7–3.8–3.3 Å
(Table 1). The final model contains nearly all regions of
the four copies of GyrBA and YacG present in the
asymmetric unit, with the exception of a single GyrB
‘‘insert’’ domain (Fig. 1A) in each GyrBA homodimer that
was insufficiently ordered to permit modeling (the GyrB
insert is a domain found in a relatively small number of
bacterial phyla that appears to stabilize gyrase during
strand passage to promote rapid activity) (Schoeffler et al.
2010).

YacG remodels and occludes the DNA-binding groove
of gyrase

Inspection of the GyrBA•YacG complex reveals that the
inhibitor recognizes gyrase by a bipartite mechanism.
The dominant contacts are formed by the globular zinc
finger domain of YacG, which nestles against the GyrB
TOPRIM fold on a portion of the domain that faces the
enzyme’s principal DNA-binding groove (Fig. 1C). YacG
primarily associates with gyrase using its lone a helix and
a 10-amino-acid linker that connects the helix to the two
b strands of the zinc-binding motif. Specific contacts
between YacG and GyrB include residues Trp18 and
Pro26 with Tyr515; residues Asp36, Lys30, and Gln33
with amino acids Arg516, Asp481, and Gln517; and

residue Ile47 with His505, Leu509, Phe777, and Leu780
(Fig. 2A,B).

One particularly notable interaction between YacG and
GyrB derives from the C terminus of the a-helical region
of the inhibitor, an element that previous nuclear mag-
netic resonance (NMR) studies had shown to be unstruc-
tured in the free protein (Protein Data Bank [PDB] ID
1LV3) (Fig. 2B; Ramelot et al. 2002). This segment, which
is ordered in the cocrystal structure with GyrBA, places
Trp40 of YacG into a hydrophobic pocket on GyrB
composed of residues Met461, Leu509, Phe513, and
Phe777 and the aliphatic arm of Arg516 (Fig. 2A). Trp40
is invariant in all extant YacG proteins, while the GyrB
hydrophobic pocket is well conserved in all correspond-
ing GyrB counterparts, suggesting that the interaction is
important to the binding affinity of the two proteins
(Supplemental Figs. 2, 3). Consistent with this idea, using
phylogenetic and biochemical studies, we found that
a gyrase that derives from a bacterium that lacks YacG
(Mycobacterium smegmatis) and that has a slightly al-
tered suite of amino acids in its respective TOPRIM
domain is not inhibited by E. coli YacG (Supplemental
Material; Supplemental Fig. 4).

The association of YacG with gyrase induces confor-
mational changes within GyrB, particularly within a loop
on the TOPRIM domain (residues 446–464) that is linked
to quinolone resistance (the so-called ‘‘QRDR’’ motif,
corresponding to residues 426–464 in E. coli GyrB)
(Supplemental Fig. 2; Yoshida et al. 1991; Piton et al.
2010). The QRDR loop is unstructured in almost all type
IIA topoisomerases in the absence of DNA (Fig 2C; Fu
et al. 2009; Piton et al. 2010; Schoeffler et al. 2010) but
becomes ordered and visible when DNA is present (Fig
2D; Dong and Berger 2007; Bax et al. 2010; Laponogov
et al. 2010, 2013; Schmidt et al. 2010; Wohlkonig et al.
2010; Wendorff et al. 2012). Ordering of the QRDR loop

Figure 1. Structure of a YacG•Gyrase complex. (A)
Domain organization and primary structure of gyrase
(GyrA, GyrB, and YacG abbreviations are as follows:
[WHD] winged helix domain; [CTD] C-terminal domain;
[GHKL] gyrase, Hsp90, DnaK, and MutL; [TOPRIM]
topoisomerase/primase). Cysteines involved in zinc co-
ordination and residues addressed in this study are
marked on the primary structure of YacG. Numbers
below the GyrA and GyrB sequences correspond to
residues found at domain boundaries. (B) Binding of
YacG to E. coli gyrase constructs as measured by a
change in fluorescence anisotropy (DFA, milli-anisotropy
units). The X-axis relates to concentration of gyrase
monomer. Data points and error bars derive from three
independent experiments. (C) Structure of a YacG•GyrBA
complex. One protomer is colored gray, and the other is
colored by domain as per A. YacG (orange/black) is
shown in transparent surface. Only one GyrB insert
domain (dark green) is ordered per GyrBA dimer. Except
where noted, this panel and all other structural panels
were rendered with PyMOL (http://www.pymol.org).
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through DNA binding masks the hydrophobic pocket
occupied by Trp40 of YacG, whereas the pocket is exposed
when the loop is unstructured. In the YacG•GyrBA
cocrystal structure, the QRDR loop is ordered but takes
on a conformation not seen previously, projecting over
the gyrase active site (Fig 2E). Modeling of various DNA-
bound type IIA topoisomerases onto the YacG•GyrBA
structure indicates that the rearrangement of the QRDR
loop induced by the binding of YacG would sterically
clash with substrate DNA (Fig 2F).

The orientation of YacG on the GyrB TOPRIM fold
orients the inhibitor’s C terminus toward the DNA
cleavage center of gyrase (Fig 3). Although two copies of
the YacG zinc finger domain are seen to associate with
each GyrBA dimer (Fig 1C), the tip of the C-terminal tail
is visible for only one of the YacG protomers in each

complex (Materials and Methods). In the case of the more
ordered tail, this region binds asymmetrically to GyrA,
across the dyad axis that relates the winged helix domains
(WHDs) of the two GyrA protomers with one another; the
extended conformation and placement of the ordered tail
prevents the tail of its dimer-related YacG partner from
occupying the same site. Surprisingly, the position of the
ordered YacG tail allows Trp59 of the protein to dock into
a pocket between the GyrA WHDs that was recently
shown to be a binding site for a newly discovered small-
molecule inhibitor of gyrase, GSK299423 (Fig 3; Bax et al.
2010), suggesting that the drug is exploiting a natural
regulatory locus.

YacG•GyrB interactions are required for inhibition
of DNA supercoiling by gyrase

To establish whether the specific contacts observed in the
YacG•GyrBA complex are important for YacG’s biochem-
ical function, we designed, cloned, and purified several E.
coli YacG mutants based on the structure and tested their
activities against E. coli gyrase. Given its conservation
and prominence in the YacG–GyrB interface, Trp40 was
mutated to a smaller residue (valine). Using amino acid
sequence conservation and contacts evident from the
structure, we also substituted Ile47 with alanine and
constructed three different truncations of the YacG C
terminus (residues D40–65, D46–65, and D52–65) (Supple-
mental Figs. 1–3).

To look at the interactions between gyrase and YacG
directly, we used fluorescence anisotropy to examine the
ability of different YacG mutants to compete away
fluorescently labeled but otherwise wild-type YacG pro-
tein from gyrase. As a positive control, unlabeled wild-
type YacG proved readily able to compete for binding of
the labeled inhibitor to gyrase (Ki,app = 0.36 mM 6 0.12
mM) (Fig 4A). Removal of the C-terminal tail of YacG (up
to residue 52) only marginally reduced competition with
wild-type YacG (Ki,app = 0.96 mM 6 0.16 mM), whereas
more severe tail truncations greatly reduced (YacGD46– 65;
Ki,app = 9.14 mM 6 3.8 mM) or completely abrogated
(YacGD40– 65) competition (Fig. 4A). The YacGW40V mu-
tant behaved similarly to the most extensive truncation
tested, showing essentially no ability to compete wild-
type YacG from gyrase (Fig. 4A). Similarly, the YacGI47A

behaved like the YacGD46– 65 mutant, greatly (but not
fully) reducing interference with the binding of wild-
type YacG to gyrase (Supplemental Fig. 5A). Together,
these data corroborate our structural observations, in-
dicating that the C-terminal helix and extension of
YacG, Trp40 in particular, are critical for robust binding
to gyrase.

We next investigated the effect of our panel of wild
and mutant YacG proteins on gyrase’s principal activ-
ity, the ATP-dependent introduction of negative super-
coils into DNA (Gellert et al. 1976). Using native
agarose gel electrophoresis to monitor the topological
state of a reporter plasmid, we found that wild-type
YacG inhibited gyrase supercoiling activity in a dose-
dependent manner similar to that reported previously

Table 1. Data collection and refinement statistics

Data collection
Before

truncation
After

truncation

Resolution 50 Å–3.3 Å 50 Å
(3.7 Å/3.8 Å/3.3 Å)

Wavelength 1.1 Å 1.1 Å
Space group P212121 P212121

Unit cell
dimensions (a, b, c)

107.2 Å, 114.5 Å,
462.1 Å

107.2 Å, 114.5 Å,
462.1 Å

Unit cell
angles (a, b, g)

90°, 90°, 90° 90°, 90°, 90°

I/s 8.1 (0.3) 10.4 (1.4)
Rmerge

a 0.083 (3.41)b 0.060 (0.81)b

CC1/2c 0.998 (0.11) 0.999 (0.161)
Completeness 98.8% (99.2%) 76.4% (4.6%)
Redundancy 2.2 (2.2) 1.7 (0.1)
Unique reflections 86,544 67,314 (8534)
Refinementd

Rwork (last shell) 23.8% (40.2%)
Rfree (last shell) 28.4% (41.7%)

Structure and
stereochemistry

Number of atoms 26792
Protein 26786
Ligands 6
B factor

Protein 240.3 Å2

RMSD bond lengths 0.009 Å
RMSD bond angles 1.32°

Ramachandran plote

Favored region 94.0%
Allowed region 5.77%
Outliers 0.24%

aRmerge = ShklSiIi(hkl) � I(hkl)/ShklSiIi(hkl), where Ii(hkl) is the
intensity of an observation, and I(hkl) is the mean value for its
unique reflection. Summations cover all reflections.
bPrior to performing ellipsoidal truncation to correct for anisot-
ropy in the data.cCC1/2 indicates correlation between intensities
from random half data sets (Karplus and Diederichs 2012).
dRwork = Sjjhkl Fobsj � jFcalcjj/ShkljFobsj. Rfree was as per Rwork

but with the reflections excluded from refinement. The Rfree set
was chosen using default parameters in PHENIX (Adams et al.
2010).
eRamachandran plot categories were defined by MolProbity
(Chen et al. 2010).
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(Fig. 4B; Sengupta and Nagaraja 2008), with gyrase
supercoiling DNA ;50% less effectively at a concen-

tration of 300 nM YacG and not all at ;3 mM YacG. The

YacG construct bearing the least severe truncation

(D52–65) inhibited gyrase in a manner comparable with

wild-type YacG (Fig. 4C), while the intermediate C-

terminal truncation (D46–65) and the Ile47Ala mutant

were about threefold less effective at inhibiting super-

coiling activity (Fig. 4D; Supplemental Fig. 5B). In

comparison, mutation of Trp40 to valine or the removal

of residues 40–65 resulted in YacG proteins that had

little (if any) discernable effect on supercoiling by

gyrase (Fig. 4E,F). Collectively, these data demonstrate

that Trp40 and the portion of the YacG tail that binds

GyrB are particularly critical determinants of YacG

function.

YacG blocks DNA binding to gyrase

Based on the observed binding position of YacG on GyrB
and GyrA (Figs. 1C, 2), our structure suggested that YacG
inhibits gyrase by sterically preventing DNA binding. To
test this model, we assessed the effects of our panel of
YacG mutants on the affinity of gyrase for DNA using
a fluorescence anisotropy-based binding assay. To specif-
ically account for the effects of YacG on the binding of
duplexes that associate with gyrase’s DNA cleavage
center, we formed gyrase tetramers from full-length GyrB
and a GyrA truncation lacking an auxiliary, C-terminal
DNA-binding and -wrapping domain (gyraseDCTD). Using
a FITC-labeled, 37mer duplex DNA (20 nM) sufficiently
long to span gyrase’s central DNA-binding site, we found
that our gyraseDCTD construct could bind this substrate
with a Kd,app of ;64 nM 6 9 nM (Fig. 4G), a value close

Figure 2. YacG interactions with GyrBA and
remodeling of the QRDR loop. (A) Close-up of
the YacG zinc finger domain interaction (orange)
with the GyrB TOPRIM core (green). The lone
zinc ion is colored gray, and coordinating cyste-
ines are colored marine. Interacting side chains are
depicted as sticks. (B) Stereo close-up of 2Fo � FC

omit map for YacG (1.3s contour) with struc-
tural model shown as sticks. Trp 40, Ile47, and
Trp59 are indicated, as is a break in the density
for the YacG tail at Gly51. (C) The TOPRIM
QRDR loop is disordered in the absence of
a DNA substrate. The Mycobacterium tubercu-

losis GyrB TOPRIM domain (PDB ID 2ZJT)
is shown in lime cartoon; the QRDR is dark
green. (D) The QRDR loop becomes ordered upon
DNA binding. The Staphylococcus aureus GyrB
TOPRIM domain is shown (PDB ID 2XCS) with
DNA in gray. (E) YacG binding remodels and orders
the QRDR loop. YacG is shown in orange. (F)
The YacG-stabilized QRDR loop sterically over-
laps with the site of DNA binding. The S. aureus

GyrB•DNA model shown in D is superposed on
the YacG•GyrBA structure determined here.

Figure 3. The C terminus of YacG binds to a pocket
recognized by the gyrase inhibitor GSK299423. The
C-terminal tail of YacG (orange) drops from the TOPRIM
domain (green) into the DNA-binding floor formed by
a GyrA dimer (magenta/gray). Truncation points and
residues that were mutated are shown as dotted lines
and colored ovals, respectively. (Inset) Close-up show-
ing that the tail of YacG (orange sticks), Trp59 in
particular, and GSK299423 (teal, modeled by superpo-
sition with PDB ID 2XCS) recognize the same GyrA
locus (magenta sticks depict the active site tyrosine of
GyrA for reference).
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to that of wild-type gyrase (Kd,app = 58 nM 6 4 nM) (Fig.
4G).

We next titrated YacG against a fixed amount of
gyraseDCTD and the FITC-labeled 37mer DNA (20 nM)
using an excess of the topoisomerase compared with
DNA (500 vs. 20 nM) to ensure that all substrate was
bound in the reaction. In agreement with previous EMSA
experiments (Sengupta and Nagaraja 2008), the addition
of wild-type YacG resulted in a dose-dependent decrease
in DNA association by gyrase (Ki,app = 35 nM 6 11 nM)
(Fig. 4H). Replicates of the experiment performed in the
absence of gyraseDCTD resulted in no observable change in
anisotropy, indicating that YacG did not associate with
DNA itself (Supplemental Fig 5D). When gyraseDCTD was
incubated with the least severe YacG truncation (D52–
65), we observed an inhibition of DNA binding that was
comparable with that seen for wild-type YacG (Ki, app = 31
nM 6 14 nM). In contrast, the more moderate mutants
(YacGD46– 65 and YacGI47A) were only partially able to
prevent DNA from binding to gyrase (Ki, app = 199 nM 6

35 nM), while the most severe mutants (YacGD40– 65 and
YacGW40V) were both unable to compete DNA off the
enzyme (Fig. 4H; Supplemental Fig. 5E). Together with

the placement and effect of YacG on the structure of GyrB
(Figs. 1C, 2F), these data indicate that YacG operates by
sterically preventing DNA from binding to gyrase and
that Trp40 in particular is a so-called hot spot residue
(Clackson and Wells 1995), providing key support for the
YacG–gyrase interaction.

The isolated C terminus of YacG is sufficient
for inhibiting gyrase

Given the essential role that the C-terminal third of YacG
appears to play in its inhibitory activity, we were curious
whether this region alone might be sufficient to antago-
nize key gyrase functions. To test this idea, we first
assessed whether peptides corresponding to residues 40–
52 and 40–65 of YacG could compete with DNA binding
to the enzyme. Different concentrations of both YacG
peptides were titrated against both gyraseDCTD (500 nM)
and the labeled 37mer duplex used in the aforementioned
DNA-binding experiments, while changes in fluores-
cence anisotropy were monitored at the emission maxi-
mum for the associated FITC dye. Notably, we found that
whereas the shorter YacG40– 52 peptide had no effect on

Figure 4. The YacG C-terminal region is required for
gyrase inhibition. (A) Binding assay showing the ability
of different YacG mutants to compete away wild-type,
N-terminally labeled YacG from interacting with wild-
type gyrase. Competition is evident as a decrease in
fluorescence anisotropy (DFA, milli-anisotropy units) as
the labeled protein is displaced by the unlabeled com-
petitor. (B–E) DNA supercoiling assays to assess the
activity of E. coli gyrase in the presence of various YacG
mutants. Cartoons at the left of each gel represent
relaxed (open circles) and negatively supercoiled (inter-
twined circles) topoisomers. Blue boxes correspond to
the YacG concentration at which gyrase has supercoiled
approximately one-half of the starting substrate. Gels
are representative of at least three independent replicate
experiments. (B) Wild-type (WT) YacG. (C) YacGD52– 65.
(D) YacGD46– 65. (E) YacGW40V. (F) YacGD40– 65. See also
Supplemental Figures 4, E and F, and 5. (G) Gyrase and
gyraseDCTD bind DNA comparably. Binding by gyraseDCTD

(magenta) and full-length gyrase (blue) to a labeled
duplex 37mer DNA. DNA binding is evident as an
increase in fluorescence anisotropy (DFA). See also
Supplemental Figure 5C. (H) Ability of YacG mutants
to compete DNA away from binding to gyraseDCTD. The
same 37mer DNA substrate was used as per G. Com-
petition is evident as a decrease in fluorescence anisot-
ropy (DFA). See also Supplemental Figure 5D.
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the gyrase DNA complex, the entirety of the YacG40– 65 C
terminus was sufficient to compete gyrase off of DNA in
a dose-dependent manner (Ki, app = 93 mM 6 10 mM) (Fig.
5A). Subsequent analysis of both peptides in DNA super-
coiling reactions followed a similar trend, with only the
longer YacG40– 65 peptide proving capable of blocking
gyrase activity (Fig. 5B,C). Together, these data show that
the isolated C terminus of YacG is both necessary and
sufficient to prevent gyrase from associating with and
supercoiling DNA, albeit at lower efficiency compared
with the full-length protein. Interestingly, although YacG
inhibits gyrase with near wild-type efficacy when its C
terminus is truncated after residue 51 (Figs. 2B, A–C,H),
the C-terminal peptide alone required the remaining 13
amino acids (residues 53–65) to block gyrase function.
This result indicates that the C-terminal interactions
formed between YacG and GyrA aid in the action of the
protein against gyrase but that these contributions are
largely masked by more dominant contacts between the
body of YacG and GyrB, Trp40 in particular. More de-
tailed studies will be needed to further differentiate
between these relative contributions.

YacG induces ATPase domain and DNA gate closure
in the gyrase holoenzyme

In addition to blocking DNA binding, E. coli YacG has
been reported to diminish the basal (DNA-free) ATPase
activity of gyrase (Sengupta and Nagaraja 2008). As the
YacG•GyrBA complex imaged here lacks the ATPase
domain of GyrB (Fig. 1A), an explanation for this effect
was not immediately evident from the structure. To
determine whether YacG might have some additional
effect on the organization or architecture of the gyrase
holoenzyme, we modeled our structure onto previously
crystallized, near-full-length crystallographic structures of
type IIA topoisomerases from Saccharomyces cerevisiae
(topo II; PDB ID 4FGH) (Schmidt et al. 2012) and Strepto-
coccus pneumoniae (topo IV; PDB ID 4I3H) (Laponogov
et al. 2013), which exhibit closed and open conformations
of the ATPase domains, respectively. Inspection of the
resultant models suggested that YacG binding to the GyrB
TOPRIM fold might allow the protein to interact with the
ATPase domains when they are closed, thereby interfering
with reopening to impede ATP turnover.

To test the idea that YacG might globally affect the
conformation of the gyrase holoenzyme, we analyzed the
solution structure of gyraseDCTD in the presence and
absence of YacG by SAXS (the CTDs of GyrA were
removed so as to avoid complications from their reported
positional mobility) (Fig. 6A,B; Kirchhausen et al. 1985;
Costenaro et al. 2005; Lanz and Klostermeier 2011).
Scattering data obtained for gyraseDCTD in the absence
of YacG showed that the protein adopted an extended
conformation with a significantly greater radius of
gyration (Rg) than that seen for samples prepared with
YacG (Rg, gyrase = 90.3 Å 6 1.7 Å vs. Rg, gyrase•YacG = 62.8 Å 6

2.7 Å) (Fig. 6C). In the presence of the nonhydrolyzable ATP
analog AMPPNP, gyraseDCTD alone also underwent a con-
traction (Rg = 76.0 Å 6 0.5 Å) (Fig. 6C), consistent with

the known ability of this nucleotide to promote closure of
the GyrB GHKL (gyrase, Hsp90, DnaK, and MutL) ATPase
domains (Wigley et al. 1991; Ali et al. 1993; Brino et al.
2000); however, when YacG was added, the radius of gy-
ration of the complex shrank even further (Rg = 59.2 Å 6

2.4 Å) (Fig. 6C). This trend was recapitulated when the
cross-sectional radius of gyration (Rc), maximum interpar-
ticle distance (Dmax), and volume of correlation (Vc)
parameters were plotted for each sample (Supplemental
Fig. 6), indicating a noticeable compaction of the gyrase
particle as a result of YacG binding—inspection of Porod-
Debye plots shows that the enzyme not only decreases in
size but also has reduced flexibility (Supplemental Fig. 6;

Figure 5. The C terminus of YacG is sufficient to inhibit
gyrase. (A) Competition for DNA binding. C-terminal peptides
of YacG corresponding to residues 40–52 and 40–65 were
titrated against gyraseDCTD in the presence of the labeled
37mer dsDNA substrate used in Figure 4, G and H. Competition
for DNA binding is evident as a decrease in fluorescence
anisotropy (DFA). Data points and error bars reflect the average
and variance of three independent replicates. (B,C) Effects on
gyrase-mediated supercoiling. C-terminal peptides of YacG
corresponding to residues 40–52 and 40–65 were titrated against
E. coli gyrase in the presence of relaxed plasmid and ATP.
Cartoons at the left of each gel represent relaxed (open circles)
and negatively supercoiled (intertwined circles) topoisomers.
(B) YacG amino acids 40–52. (C) YacG amino acids 40–65.
Only the longer tail peptide containing Trp59 is able to inhibit
supercoiling.
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Rambo and Tainer 2011). Together, these data demonstrate
that YacG has a stabilizing effect on gyrase, inducing global
conformational changes that inhibit the relative mobility
of the enzyme.

We next assessed whether specific conformations of
gyraseDCTD could account for the observed scattering
data. To do this, we generated a series of molecular
models derived from crystal structures that represent
favored conformations known or likely to be adopted by
type IIA topoisomerases under different ATPase states
(Supplemental Figs. 7A,B). Minimal ensemble searches
(MESs) were performed with these models to identify
mixtures of conformations in solution that would best fit
the experimental data (Pelikan et al. 2009). Theoretical
curves generated from these MESs fit poorly to the
scattering data obtained from gyraseDCTD in the presence
and absence of nucleotide (x = 30.49 in the absence of
nucleotide, x = 20.30 in the presence of AMPPNP),
suggesting that gyraseDCTD molecules have significant
conformational heterogeneity in solution that cannot be
adequately modeled by available structures (Supplemen-
tal Fig. 7A,B). In the presence of YacG, however, MES
analysis resulted in a curve that fit the gyraseDCTD scat-
tering data well (x = 8.10 in the absence of nucleotide, x =
6.14 with AMPPNP), indicating that the population pri-
marily consists of gyrase particles in which all three dimer
interfaces are self-associated (Supplemental Fig. 7A,B).

To further define the action of YacG on gyrase, we
calculated three-dimensional (3D) ab initio volumes from
SAXS data collected on the complex in the presence of
AMPPMP (attempts to produce 3D volumes with gyrase
and AMPPNP alone failed to converge on any one sub-
set of solution volumes, again suggesting that the com-
plex retained some conformational heterogeneity). One
volume in particular that arose frequently from random-
seeded calculations exhibited an elongated vase-like
shape (19 of 20 runs, NSD = 0.543) (Supplemental Fig.
7C). Docking of the YacG•GyrBA complex and the gyrase
ATPase domains into this volume revealed that it could
readily accommodate a composite model in which the
ATP- and DNA-binding and cleavage regions of gyrase
assume a fully dimerized conformation most similar to
that seen in the AMPPNP- and DNA-bound crystal
structure of yeast topo II (Fig. 6D; Schmidt et al. 2012).
Together with the observed changes in Rg, this finding
indicates that upon binding to the DNA gate of gyrase,
YacG can further interact with and stabilize the associ-
ation of the enzyme’s ATPase domains as part of its
inhibitory action.

Discussion

Although frequently considered to be relatively indepen-
dent actors, multiple lines of evidence have shown that
topoisomerases are actually subject to a wide number of
cellular control mechanisms, ranging from protein–pro-
tein interactions to post-translational modifications
(Nitiss 2009a; Vos et al. 2011). At present, how the vast
majority of these regulatory systems operate at a molec-
ular level is not understood.

YacG is a recently identified protein that represses the
in vitro supercoiling activity of a bacterial type IIA
topoisomerase, DNA gyrase (Sengupta and Nagaraja
2008). To understand how YacG interferes with gyrase
function, we determined the cocrystal structure of a min-
imal gyrase construct comprising the central DNA-bind-
ing and cleavage region of the enzyme together with the
full-length inhibitor. The structure reveals that YacG
binds to both the GyrB and GyrA subunits of gyrase,
remodeling a loop associated with fluoroquinolone re-
sistance (the ‘‘QRDR’’) to occlude gyrase’s principal
DNA-binding groove. The observed restructuring of the
QRDR is mediated by interactions between a C-terminal
a helix of YacG and a hydrophobic pocket on GyrB that is
surface-exposed in the absence of DNA. Biochemical
experiments confirmed that contacts observed between
GyrB and YacG are required for inhibitor binding to
gyrase and for the YacG-dependent inhibition of both
DNA binding and strand passage by the enzyme. In-
terestingly, we found that the 26 C-terminal amino acids
of YacG are both necessary and sufficient to inhibit
supercoiling and DNA binding by gyrase, provided that

Figure 6. YacG promotes closure of gyrase dimerization
interfaces. (A) Experimental SAXS curves measured with
gyraseDCTD and gyraseDCTD•YacG in the presence and absence
of 1 mM AMPPNP (ANP). The absolute intensity of each
scattering plot was adjusted by an arbitrary coefficient to facili-
tate side-by-side comparison. (B) Guinier plots of SAXS curves in
A indicate that samples are not aggregated and are homogenous.
(C) Radius of gyration (Rg) as measured by SAXS with gyraseDCTD

and gyraseDCTD•YacG in the presence and absence of 1mM
AMPPNP. (D) Representative ab initio model obtained from
SAXS data collected from the gyraseDCTD•YacG complex in the
presence of AMPPNP. The gyraseDCTD crystal structure was
modeled using the yeast holoenzyme crystal structure (PDB ID
4GFH) and colored as per Figure 1A. The figure was generated using
University of California at San Francisco Chimera (Pettersen et al.
2004). See also Supplemental Figures 6 and 7.
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the extreme C-terminal tail, which engages a small
pocket formed between the two GyrA regions, is present.
Finally, using SAXS, we show that YacG compacts gyrase
by stabilizing a dimerized state of the N-terminal ATPase
domains of GyrB, thereby explaining the reported ability
of YacG to repress the basal ATPase rate of the enzyme
(Sengupta and Nagaraja 2008).

Taken together, our data show that YacG acts by
a multifaceted mechanism that targets each catalytic
region of gyrase (Fig. 7A). In a cell, two copies of YacG
would bind to the two GyrB TOPRIM folds present in
a gyrase tetramer that is not chromosomally associated.
Binding, mediated in large part by an invariant tryptophan
on YacG (Trp40), would in turn remodel the QRDR loops of
the two GyrB protomers and allow the extended C termi-
nus of one YacG protomer to engage the GyrA portion of
gyrase’s nucleolytic center. Interestingly, the ability of
a second tryptophan (Trp59) within the YacG tail to bind
to the same pocket as newly identified small-molecule
inhibitor of gyrase, GSK299423, suggests that the GyrA–
GyrA interface constitutes a natural locus for regulating
enzyme function. Once stably bound, YacG would down-
regulate gyrase activity by preventing DNA from accessing
the topoisomerase’s nucleolytic center; in the presence of
ATP, the zinc-binding domain of YacG would also interfere
with the dissociation of gyrase’s ATPase domains, further
impeding both DNA binding and ATP turnover. Given that
full-length gyrase binds to long DNAs much more tightly
than to YacG (0.2 nM vs. ;30 nM) (Fig. 4G; Morrison et al.
1980; Higgins and Cozzarelli 1982), the mechanism by
which YacG acts would appear well suited to preventing
newly synthesized gyrase from engaging DNA rather than
by promoting the dissociation of gyrase molecules already
bound to the chromosome.

Two key issues that remain to be addressed are when
and why YacG is produced in vivo. Recent work suggests
that YacG is present in cells under standard laboratory
growth conditions (rich and minimal media) at levels
corresponding to one YacG protein per gyrase tetramer (Li
et al. 2014). Although the complete loss of the yacG gene
appears to aid bacterial growth in response to select stress
conditions (such as the cell wall-damaging agent cerulenin,
the DNA-damaging agents cisplatin and nitrofurantoin,
and the transcription inhibitor actinomycin D) (Nichols
et al. 2011), it is presently unknown how YacG expression
is regulated and what signals might increase its overall
levels in the cell. Gyrase is an essential enzyme required
for replication/transcription events and is targeted by
both proteinaceous and pharmaceutical agents (Pommier
et al. 2010; Collin et al. 2011; Vos et al. 2011). Given its
ability to block access to two drug-binding loci, YacG
may be up-regulated to help cells avoid accumulating
DNA damage from topoisomerase poisons (such as
fluoroquinolones) by decreasing the pool of active and
targetable gyrase molecules through sequestration of the
enzyme from DNA (S Sengupta and V Nagaraja, unpubl.).
However, based on a survey of existing bacterial ge-
nomes, we propose that the principal role of YacG may
be as a natural regulator of cell growth in response to
metabolic status. The rationale for this idea comes from
our observation that YacG is frequently found downstream
from an essential metabolic protein, dephospho-coenzyme
A (CoA) kinase (CoaE), and in one instance even appears
to be fused to CoaE as part of a single polypeptide
(Fig. 7B). CoaE is the last enzyme in the CoA biosyn-
thetic pathway (Mishra et al. 2001; Leonardi et al. 2005)
and acts by adding phosphate to the 39 ribose moiety of
dephospho-CoA (Leonardi et al. 2005); the operonic

Figure 7. Impact of YacG on gyrase-dependent
activities. (A) Proposed molecular mechanism of
action of YacG with gyrase and YacG domains
colored as per Figure 1A. Gyrase introduces negative
supercoils into DNA in the presence of ATP. Pro-
duction of YacG due to environmental stress would
compact gyrase and prevent DNA binding, thereby
inactivating the enzyme. Loss of gyrase activity
would alter the net superhelical density of the
bacterial chromosome, changing the cell’s transcrip-
tional profile and inhibiting DNA replication initi-
ation. The resultant cellular quiescence may help
maintain viability until the stress is removed. (B)
YacG operon structure from various bacterial spe-
cies. Species labels are colored according to phylum/
class as in Supplemental Figure 3: a (cerulean), b

(purple), g (orange), and Proteobacteria or Aquificae

(navy blue). Products from each gene correspond to
dephospho-CoA kinase (coaE), FtsZ-associated pro-
tein D (zapD), mismatch repair protein MutS (mutS),
a maf-like protein (which inhibits septum formation),
and translation initiation factor IF-1 (infA). Some
flanking genes are omitted in the displayed operons.
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linkage between CoaE and YacG suggests that condi-
tions that result in transcription of CoaE would be likely
to also produce YacG. At present, it is not known how
the CoaE operon is transcriptionally regulated, although
the CoA biosynthetic pathway has been shown to be
subject to feedback inhibition when ATP levels are low
and free CoA is available (Vallari et al. 1987; Vallari and
Jackowski 1988; Song and Jackowski 1994; Yun et al.
2000).

In accord with a prospective link between YacG, gyrase,
and energy status, Higgins and coworkers (Rovinskiy
et al. 2012) have suggested that cell cycle-dependent
changes in metabolism may be used to regulate gene
expression through altered topoisomerase activity. Stud-
ies in yeast in turn have shown that cells oscillate
between oxidative (ATP-producing) and reductive (glyco-
lytic) metabolic states during a single cell cycle (Tu et al.
2005; Chen et al. 2007; Silverman et al. 2010), a switch
that separates DNA-damaging reactive oxygen species
from DNA replication, transcription of a majority of
genes (;87%), and cell division (Tu et al. 2005; Chen
et al. 2007; Silverman et al. 2010). If E. coli were to
undergo similar metabolic oscillations, coexpression of
CoaE and YacG during oxidative growth would afford
cells with a means of repressing DNA replication and
transcription by using gyrase as a control locus; for
example, YacG could inhibit gyrase to alter the steady-
state superhelical density of the chromosome, thereby
blocking replication initiation and proper promoter open-
ing, both of which are influenced by DNA supercoiling
(Bramhill and Kornberg 1988; Higgins et al. 1988). In this
manner, YacG would provide a complement to an or-
thogonal approach that cells use to couple gyrase activity
to metabolic status; namely, through the relative ratio of
ADP to ATP (Westerhoff et al. 1988; Hsieh et al. 1991).
Future studies will be necessary to test these concepts
further.

Materials and methods

Detailed experimental procedures can be found in Supplemental
Material.

Protein expression and purification

All proteins were cloned into pET-based vectors and indepen-
dently overexpressed in E. coli Bl21(DE3)RIL cells. After harvest-
ing and lysis, proteins were purified by affinity and size exclusion
chromatography, concentrated, and then either stored at �80°C
or used immediately.

Binding assays with YacG and gyrase

Gyrase tetramers, individual subunits, and isolated domains
were mixed at different concentrations with 50 nM N-terminally
Alexa Fluor 488-labeled YacG in a buffer containing 120 mM
potassium glutamate, 0.12 mg/mL bovine serum albumin (BSA),
6 mM ZnCl2, 12% (v/v) glycerol, and 30 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.9).
Measurements were collected using a Perkin Elmer Victor 3V
1420 multilabel plate reader at 535 nm. All points are normal-
ized to wells that did not contain reconstituted gyrase, gyrase
subunits, or gyrase domains. For competition experiments, 750

nM reconstituted gyrase was incubated with 50 nM labeled wild-
type YacG, and various nonlabeled YacG constructs were titrated
into the solution.

Crystallization

YacG and the GyrBA fusion were dialyzed separately into a buffer
containing 100 mM KCl, 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.9), and 1 mM
TCEP for 16 h at 4°C . The proteins were cocrystallized by vapor
diffusion against a well solution of 8.3% (w/v) PEG 3350, 30 mM
sodium cacodylate (pH 5.0), 40 mM potassium thiocyanate, 30 mM
spermidine, and 2.5 mM ZnCl2. For harvesting, crystals were
exchanged into cryo-solution containing 25% (v/v) 1,2 propanediol,
50 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.9), 0.5 mM TCEP, 4.7% (w/v)
PEG 3350, 15 mM sodium cacodylate (pH 5.0), 20 mM potassium
thiocynate, 15 mM spermidine, and 1.25 mM ZnCl2 and then
looped and frozen in liquid nitrogen. Data were collected at the
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory Advanced Light Source
Beamline 8.3.1. Model building and refinement were carried
using PHENIX, CNS, and CCP4 (Brunger et al. 1998; Brunger
2007; Adams et al. 2010; Winn et al. 2011; Afonine et al. 2012).
The structure has been deposited in the PDB (ID 4TMA).

Supercoiling assays

Different amounts of purified gyrase were mixed with 5 nM
relaxed plasmid substrate in a buffer containing 0.1 mg/mL BSA,
10% glycerol, 0.5 mM TCEP, 5.5 mM MgCl2, 5 mM ZnCl2, 30
mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.9), 120 mM potassium glutamate, and 2 mM
ATP (pH 7.5) (final concentrations). Reactions proceeded for 4
min at 30°C and were quenched by adding 2% SDS/20 mM
EDTA (pH 8.0) (final concentration). Samples were run on 1%
(w/v) TAE agarose gels for 6–15 h at 2–2.5 V/h. Gels were stained
with ethidium bromide and exposed to UV transillumination for
visualization. For assays containing YacG, 1 nM gyrase tetramer
was incubated with a titration of YacG.

DNA-binding assays

A 37mer FAM-labeled duplex DNA substrate (20 nM) was
incubated with different concentrations of gyraseDCTD in a buffer
of 10% (v/v) glycerol, 6 mM ZnCl2, 0.05 mg/mL BSA, 1 mM
MgCl2, 0.5 mM TCEP, 30 mM potassium glutamate, and 30 mM
Tris-HCl (pH 7.9) (final concentrations). Assays analyzing YacG
were performed similarly but with 500 nM gyraseDCTD and
different concentrations of YacG protein.

SAXS sample preparation and data collection

Fresh preparations of GyrB, GyrADCTD, and YacG were used for
SAXS experiments. Complexes were formed on ice in a final buffer
containing 100 mM KCl, 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.9), 5% (v/v)
glycerol, 100 mM TCEP, 5 mM ZnCl2, and 6 mM MgCl2. Just prior
to data collection at Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource
(SSRL) Beamline 4-2, complexes were run over a Superose 6
column at 25°C. Subtraction of buffer scattering (using the buffer
from Superose-6 elution) was applied to yield the final scattering
curves. Raw data were processed on site using SasTool (SSRL) and
analyzed using ATSAS, ScÅtter, and FoxS (Petoukhov et al. 2007;
Schneidman-Duhovny et al. 2010, 2013; Rambo and Tainer 2013).
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